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Set Up

In one half there are 4 x attackers attempting to combine and
keep possession of the ball. 3 x defenders have a ball each and
attempt to tag attacking player in possession of the ball. If
defenders tag an attacker the attacking team lose 1 of 3 "lives".
In opposite half, the same practice is delivered with 3 x attackers
v 2 x defenders. A "magic man" (yellow) can move between
each half to be a passing option for attacking teams.

Key Coaching Points

In order to combine effectively, passes need to be played
at the appropriate speed and time to a teammate who is
ready to receive. Where possible, quick passing should be
encouraged, to shift the point of attack.

Supporting players need to be aware of the position of
their teammates with and without the ball and the
opposition players. Supporting players must provide
communication so that the player in possession is aware
of their options.

Players should use a range of movements to unbalance
opposition players to create space for themselves or their
team mates to receive the ball.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Make the space bigger

2. Reduce the number of defenders

Make it more challenging:

1. Reduce size of playing area.

2. Defenders do not have footballs and can attempt to tackle attacking players and keep possession.

3. Reduce the number of touches (2 touch, 1 touch).

Combination Play Warm Up
Written by Gary Mcdermott

15 mins 13 players 10 balls 6 bibs 10 cones 30x20 area

Accuracy, weight & speed of pass

Support around the ball

Movement to create & exploit space



Set Up

2 x teams of 5 players + floater/joker (yellow) who plays for team
in possession. All players, except goalkeepers, begin in middle
zone and team in possession attempt to make 3 passes before
making forward runs to score at designated goal. Player has 4
seconds to score and defending team cannot recover to begin
with. Timing of runs as offside line is active when 3 passes are
made.

Key Coaching Points

Players should look to play accurate and weighted passes
quickly in order to combine and penetrate into the final
third to create goalscoring opportunities.

The team in possession to use wall passes, penetrating
passes, 1-2's, overlaps, underlaps and switches of play to
combine.

In possession, the team need movement and shape to
unbalance the opposition and link up to combine, with
support around, ahead and behind the ball.

Practice Animation

Make more challenging:

1. A defender can recover to press the attacker

2. Another attacker can join in to create 2v1

Combination Play to Break Through and Score Skill Practice
Written by Gary Mcdermott

15 mins 13 players 10 balls 8 bibs 50x30 area

Speed of play

Different combinations

Width and depth to make pitch big



Set Up

Goals can only be scored when all outfield players for team in
possession are in the attacking half. Team attempt to get the ball
forward using the front man in yellow, then link up and combine
to score.

Scenario:

Champions League Final 'reds' are winning 1-0 and have had a
player sent off.

Key Coaching Points

Players should look to play accurate and weighted passes
quickly in order to combine and penetrate into the final
third to create goalscoring opportunities.

Team in possession to use wall passes, penetrating
passes, 1-2's, overlaps, underlaps and switches of play to
combine.

In possession, the team need movement and shape to
unbalance the opposition and link up to combine, with
width, depth and length to support the attack.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Players do not have to all be in attacking half before team can score

Make it more challenging:

1. Players must make 3 passes in attacking half before they can score

Conditioned Combination Play Small Sided Game
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20 mins 13 players 5 balls 10 bibs 10 cones 50x30 area

Speed of play

Different combinations

Support around and ahead of the ball
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